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Thank you very much, James. It is a great pleasure to be here. As Jim mentioned, I was referred to speak here. I was not aware of the institute, and I have really enjoyed all of the presentations here today. But it is not a group that I was aware of, and I was pondering very carefully how I might address you and what focus I should take.

And I was feeling a little bit sensitive about how I raise delicately the differences in our system so I have to say thank you to Jim, James, the previous speaker for setting the stage that Canada and the United States don’t always see eye to eye on how we go about things.

There are many differences obviously between the American and the Canadian systems. I would say the fundamental difference between our two systems is that Canada actually needs immigrants. We don’t have enough people. I was endeavoring to get some great statistical information from a couple of economists I know, but frankly, when the material they got me came, I couldn’t understand it, and I didn’t think you would be able to either.

But the materials I did prepare, there is a very good recent article from a Canadian business magazine that talks about the shortage of people we have and the impact it will have on our economy in the coming years. And that need for people is reflected in our legislation, Section 3 of the Immigration Act, and there are two parts to that. I am just going to talk about the part right now that addresses immigrants.

It focuses on our immigration objectives, and it is there for you in the materials. It is right up front. We need people, and these are the premises upon which we want to bring people into our country.
The other significant factor of our act is entitled the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, and that word “refugee” is a very significant component. Our act was changed recently, June 28th, 2002. It was debated and discussed for quite some time, and then it was brought in rather quickly in the aftermath of September 11th, and many of us feel a lot of the provisions that are in the new act are to address some of the concerns raised as a result of September 11th.

But it is important to note that the refugee component of the legislation is a significant part of it. And Section 3’s other definitional part of objectives goes to the whole issue of refugees. For the past several years, Canada has targeted and accepted in excess of 200,000 immigrants per year. We bring in somewhere around 220,000 to 230,000 people each year.

Targets have frequently suggested that we should be at least at 1 percent of the population, which would have us in excess of 300,000 people per year. Sadly, we just don’t have the resources and the manpower to be able to process the people that are applying now let alone try to reach those 300,000 targets.

So one of the objectives you see in Section 3 is we are supposed to bring immigrants in in a timely manner, and we are not able to do that particularly well. Immigrants are broken down into two essential classes: Economic and non-economic.

The economic component of the immigration program is approximately 60 percent, and those applicants come in under categories that are “skilled worker” or “business applicants,” and business applicants are broken down into “investor,” “entrepreneur” and “self-employed.” Last year the numbers showed that of the business applicants they were approximately 8,000 or 9,000. So the business component does not make a large component.
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The other 40 percent of the immigrant program is family class response or ships, refugee claimants and humanitarian compassionate cases. The humanitarian and compassionate and refugee tradition that we hold is not just in our immigration program; it is really part of the Canadian fabric.

Canadians identify themselves by these aspects, and it is a very delicate balance in terms of the goals of Government in satisfying that. Canadians are quick to comment when we think we are being too soft or when we are being taken advantage of. But by the same token, we get outraged if immigration officials are too harsh on people.

One of the things I have observed over the years – and I think I have sensed this in the last little bit with listening and looking at the American system – you suffer the same problem. Everybody is quick to criticize the system, but it is very difficult to come up with a solid solution to address all the different problems that arise. It tends to be done on a bit-by-bit basis.

The other thing I would observe, part of my job in the immigration practice is reconciling, at least with the public, the difference between myths and realities. There are a lot of perceptions about immigration that just aren’t necessarily so.

You know, I think Jim Phillips here from the department, he probably hears a lot of stuff about the way immigration is run, but in actuality, it is quite different factually, so when we address these problems, we have to ask ourselves, are these real problems that need to be solved?

And then you also have the different balances, pushes and pulls. The needs that we have for trade are different than the needs that we have for security, are different than the needs we have for immigration.

You may also find it interesting to note to find out how the United States fits in our immigration program. I have the statistics of the top ten countries of source immigrants to Canada, and the United States ranks number six.

The breakdown of numbers is quite interesting: China is number 1 with just over 16 percent; India is No. 2 with just over 11 percent; Pakistan at 5.6; the Philippines at 5.4; Korea at 3.2 and the United States at 2.7. So even only representing 2.7 percent of the immigration to Canada, you rank No. 6 in overall source countries.

Moving on to specifically immigrants, you will note I put an article in from our finance minister talking about the difficulty the Government has with finding the resources to meet the targets and to put the immigrants through the system.
And immigration is a competitive business.\textsuperscript{17} There are other countries such as Canada that need immigrants. Australia is a strong competitor,\textsuperscript{18} and people are looking to move. The Chinese market is a good example.\textsuperscript{19} It is large and very mobile right now, but the difficulty is with being able to process immigrants in a timely manner, and Canada is not doing terribly well with that right now.

We have got in the skilled worker problem – you are lucky you can get an application processed in about a year-and-a-half.\textsuperscript{20} Many countries it takes three to four years.\textsuperscript{21} Business applicants – that desirable sector – minimum three or four years.\textsuperscript{22}

The family class gets the highest priority processing for spouses and dependent minor children,\textsuperscript{23} and that’s taking, on average, a year or more.\textsuperscript{24} In some countries it takes more than two years.\textsuperscript{25} Parents and grandparents, a group that we allow, has been relegated to the bottom of the barrel.

If you have sponsored your parent, you can expect to wait anywhere from five to ten years to get them processed.\textsuperscript{26} So one category that is new, and is of legal significance I think to this group, is what is called the provincial nominee category.\textsuperscript{27} Immigration is a federal jurisdiction,\textsuperscript{28} but there is some provincial jurisdiction in our constitution,\textsuperscript{29} and so in order to facilitate immigration tort provinces, most of the provinces have signed agreements with the federal government that allows them to select immigrants that they want, that they think are going to economically benefit the province, and each
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province's provincial nominee program is different. When we talk about numbers, they started out by allocating 200 to 300 people per year per province, so when you put that in context of the numbers we are talking about, it is not huge, but the potential for growth is there, and more and more the provinces are looking to utilize this process.

What are the benefits of this? Well, if you go through the federal process and you take a look at those time lines that I told you where you wait two, three, four, five years, no decision is made until that application is actually gotten to. Most of that two to five-year waiting period is just sitting on a shelf. So you have to wait through that process until somebody can actually turn their mind to that application.

The provincial offices look at the process up front. They say, do we think you are going to be somebody we want? They say yes or no within a month or two. So that allows an immigrant to know whether they are in or out and whether they want to try to navigate the federal process.

Once a nomination has been made, the provinces work with the federal government to get that application fast-tracked. So it is a very, very useful program in terms of allowing the provinces to select people that they want in particular economic sectors and to bring people into the country faster.

Talking about temporary people – and this refers to visitors, students, workers – and when we think of visitors we think of tourism, when we think of students we talk about our educational institutions, and when we talk about workers we are dealing with the business sector. The question that came in the materials for me to think about was, how do people live in one country and work in another? Well, it is not that easy. You can only do that if you have a work permit, first of all. And very few people are going to live and go back and forth that way.

It does happen, and it does happen with NAFTA, but as we've talked about here today, NAFTA is relatively restricted unless you are a business
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professional, an inter-company transferee, or business person. NAFTA is not going to apply to you, so it is rather limited.

We do have people that live on the border cities and travel back and forth, but they need that work permit to do it. If immigration thinks that somebody is actually living in Canada, that status can be taken away so it is up to the individual to demonstrate that they are solely in Canada for a temporary purpose, not for a permanent purpose. In terms of generally obtaining a work permit, Canada starts with the presumption that we can only bring people in if there is a demonstrable need for labor, meaning the onus is put on to an employer to demonstrate they can’t find a suitably trained Canadian. That’s the basic.

There are a number of exemptions, and obviously, as lawyers, we try to facilitate using the exemptions to bring people in, because we can bring them in faster. NAFTA is one of those processes. Inter-company transfer release are another process. Information technology workers have an expedited process, so these allow people to move a little bit faster and allow businesses to get people that they need.

Ellen also reminded me at lunch – she was stating that in the United States you don’t have any mechanism to bring in unskilled labor. Canada has a couple of programs for bringing in unskilled labor, although generally the vast majority of the labor coming in is not unskilled.

We have a live-in caregiver program, which allows us to bring in what used to be called foreign domestic workers or nannies. It is not a fast process, but at least it allows them to come in. Currently, if you are coming from the Philippines – and the Philippines provides the majority of our nannies – you
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can look at a wait of over two years to get that nanny.\(^{47}\) So it is very difficult, but it is a good program in filling that labor shortage.

We also have our agricultural farm programs that are based primarily out of Ontario,\(^ {48}\) but I think they also have them in Winnipeg that allow for short-term positions for agricultural workers as long as the employer brings them in and assures their return.\(^ {49}\) So far that program does not, to my knowledge, allow for a person to obtain permanent residence.

Students – I had a very interesting discussion with the gentleman at lunch about students – present a very interesting problem. And I will use China as an example because the Chinese market has been referred to today, and it is a growing market. There is a large market for Chinese students.\(^ {50}\)

I have been on a number of trade missions for the Government to China, and on the trade side of things of our emphasis, the trade side is working very hard to set up all these meetings, conferences, and Canadian universities, and colleges are a large sector that come to these missions with a view of establishing relationships with universities or recruiting students themselves.

Sadly, once they leave and they try and actually bring the students in, they have a hard time getting visas for those students to come. The refusal rate on student applications out of China is about 50 percent.\(^ {51}\) So that’s one of the push and pull factors that I was talking to you about.

Canadian universities and colleges want the students. They spend the money going on the trips to recruit them.\(^ {52}\) They set up the memorandums of understanding with the schools overseas, and then they can’t get the student into the country to be able to study.\(^ {53}\)

The next topic that I wanted to move on to is refugees and dovetails nicely with finishing what I was just talking about. Why do we restrict people from coming into Canada as students? Because they might make claims
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as refugees. While we have a rather generous and open refugee program, we also run our immigration program in my view that somebody might access the refugee process.

Temporary visitors or residents are scrutinized on whether or not they are going to leave, and if there is a potential for making a refugee claim, that really often makes a decision or factors largely in making the decision. So when a family member from India wants to come to attend a wedding or funeral, they get refused routinely because they might stay and make a refugee claim. And sadly, it breaks down into a lot of countries that have visas and those that don’t.

So if you are coming from a country where a visa is required, you are going to face a lot tougher scrutiny about whether or not your entry will be permitted. That being said, Canada’s refugee program is very successful. It was recognized in 1986, but the United Nations High Commissioner for refugees as a nation was accepting and facilitating the placement of refugees internationally.

We also get a lot of criticism for our refugee program because we are told we let in people too easily, and that’s where our terrorists and security risks are entering under the premise of making refugee claims.

The UN Convention provides that we are obliged to allow a person who makes it onto Canadian soil to make a refugee claim, and Jim talked about the interdiction process. The interdiction process is a good process from the security point of view. It is not necessarily a good process from the refugee point of view.

If you are an individual who has a fear of persecution, you want to try to assert that claim, you need to be able to get to Canada to do that. We do have overseas refugee selection. It is not as comprehensive as our inland refugee determination system.
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Furthermore, there are different components. In the overseas program, generally, you have to be sponsored by a church, or, alternatively, you have to be able to demonstrate that you are going to be able to successfully establish yourself in Canada.61

There is that immigrant component to the refugee process when you are making a claim overseas. That might not seem very big to you, but if you think of the helpless women and children we all envision when we think of refugee camps, how on earth are they going to demonstrate that they have the ability to successfully establish themselves in Canada? It just doesn’t make sense.

A particularly successful refugee initiative that Canada undertook in my opinion was our effort in Kosovo where we went overseas to bring the refugees to Canada.62 And I think that’s something that this group might like to think about when we talk about security issues and the movement of people. The world is a very different place today than it was when the convention was put together after the Holocaust.

We didn’t envision the globalization and the ease of mobility between nations. The process arose when legitimate individuals were fleeing from persecution, and we turned them away from our borders.63 So now we have a policy that says we must accept them. A lot of the people able to get to Canada to make refugee claims are young single males who are relatively affluent on the world scale compared to, as I referred to before, people who are in refugee camps.64

So we have to ask ourselves: Do we want to continue to have a process whereby we are encouraging people to come into our borders, or do we want to take our resources and go overseas for our refugee or asylum program?

Lastly, I am going to address security issues. We have done a fair bit since 9/11 to change the way we do things in Canada. The first thing is that we have enacted the Canadian Border and Services Agency.65 Basically, we left the immigration department with the immigration selection part of things – the front end. And as to the removal side of things, when it is time to go, that’s now at CBSA.

In addition, we have got a security certificate process for people who are suspected of being terrorists.\(^66\) I put that piece of legislation in, Section 34, in terms of who we think to be a security concern. I have also put in a very detailed paper on security issues that was prepared by one of my colleagues, Lorraine Waldman.

We presented it last year to the Canadian Bar Association. Lorraine Waldman is the lawyer that is representing Mahair Arar who is the Syrian fellow that was deported from the United States back to Syria and then tortured.\(^67\) And I think he represents a concern for both of our governments in terms of how individuals are going to be handled in the post 9/11 world. That paper comprehensively addresses things.

But the security certificate process is a troubling process if you think about it from the perspective of lawyers. The person is held in custody.\(^68\) Their case goes before a federal court judge, and they are not allowed the opportunity to know the evidence that is going to be presented against them.\(^69\)

It denies one of the basic fundamentals of the rules of law, and that is to know the case that you have to meet. The judge gets to hear the evidence of the government and makes a determination of the summary that can be presented to the other side.

It is a very troubling process, and it is one that raises a lot of questions about what we are going to do in terms of human rights and individual rights in the context of a post 9/11 world. But I also included for the purposes of thinking about this issue a news article with a discussion from one of our federal court justices, and the federal court does not like this process.

It is very troubled by the idea that they have to weigh what evidence the individual can know about on their own. I'm being told I have to wrap up here. I think that covers sort of the basic issues of immigration matters, and Ellen will show the other side.

MR. PHILLIPS: I am going to segue into Ellen; just one item that I overlooked mentioning in my introduction, and that is the removal of the western hemisphere exemption, which you have been reading about in the paper and over the various media fronts. And that is the fact that there is now a timetable for which Americans and Canadians equally will have to present a secure travel document in segments up until January 1st, '08 with land border, '07
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for air and earlier. The point I want to make is it has been very much misconstrued that Canadians will require passports – Americans will require passports to travel into each other’s country. That’s not so.

You can select the passport if you want, but the travel documents that are acceptable are the low risk pre-registered programs like Nexus for people and Fast for drivers, truck drivers and so forth. And that essentially has the benefit of increasing facilitation for those people that cross at the border today. You are going to cross a lot more easily and more seamlessly with a Fast card or a Nexus card than you will with anything you have today. That’s critically important.

Again, there is an unintended consequence, and that is, we have to be very aware of the people who are spur-of-the-moment crossers, or elderly people who don’t drive and they don’t have documents. They may not cross at all, and that’s a consideration we all have to look at. It is in public comment period right now, 60 days. It was announced on April 5th and 60 days for anyone and everyone who would like to make comment on the benefit or changes or adjustments that are required, so I just – I meant to do that in my beginning.

Ellen can comment on it some more, and if you want to ask questions of us afterwards, we would be welcome to take them.

So with no further ado, I would like to present Ellen Yost, who will talk about the American system.
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